1) John builds 4 snowmen every day for a week leading up to Christmas. How many snowmen did he build in all?

2) John and his twin, Trevor, were gearing up for a snowball fight! Trevor made three times the number of snowballs more than John. If John made 12 snowballs, how many snowballs did Trevor make?

3) Trevor decorated his winter scrapbook with 8 paper snowflake stickers for each page. If the scrapbook has 15 pages in all, how many snowflake stickers did Trevor use?

4) Mr. Allen buys 9 Christmas stockings to decorate the fireplace mantel. If a stocking costs $12, how much did Mr. Allen spend in all on his purchase?

5) The Allen twins invited 8 friends over for a ‘Batman’ themed party. They had 2 cups of hot chocolate each throughout the day. How many cups of hot chocolate did Mrs. Allen make for her sons and their friends?
1) John builds 4 snowmen every day for a week leading up to Christmas. How many snowmen did he build in all?

   Answer: 28 snowmen

2) John and his twin, Trevor, were gearing up for a snowball fight! Trevor made three times the number of snowballs more than John. If John made 12 snowballs, how many snowballs did Trevor make?

   Answer: 36 snowballs

3) Trevor decorated his winter scrapbook with 8 paper snowflake stickers for each page. If the scrapbook has 15 pages in all, how many snowflake stickers did Trevor use?

   Answer: 120 snowflake stickers

4) Mr. Allen buys 9 Christmas stockings to decorate the fireplace mantel. If a stocking costs $12, how much did Mr. Allen spend in all on his purchase?

   Answer: $108

5) The Allen twins invited 8 friends over for a ‘Batman’ themed party. They had 2 cups of hot chocolate each throughout the day. How many cups of hot chocolate did Mrs. Allen make for her sons and their friends?

   Answer: 20 cups